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C ' FOREWORD
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,

The Mid-America Vocational Curriculum Consortium (MAVCC) was organized for
the purpose of developing instructional material for the twelve member states. Priorities
for developing MAVCC material are determined annually based on the needs as identified
by all member states. One of the first priorities identified was comprehensive small engine
repair. This publication is a part of a project designed to provide the needed instructional
material for small engine repair programs. i

The success of this publication is due, in large part, to the capabilities of the person-
nel who worked with its development. The technical writers have numerous years of in-
dustry as well as teaching expertence. Assisting them in their efforts were representatives of
each of the member states who brought with them technical expertise and the experience
related to the classroom and to the trade. To assure that the materials would parallel the
industry environment and be accepted as a transportable basic teaching tool, organizations
and industry representives were involved in the developmental phases of the manual. Ap- 4'

preciation is extended to them for their valuable contributions to the manual.

This publication is designed to assist teachers in improving instruction. As these pub-
lications are used, it is hoped that the student per rmance will improve and that students
will be better able to assume a role in their chosen ocjiation, small engine repair.

Instructional materials in this publication are written in terms of student perfor-
mance using measurable objectives. This is an innovative approach to teaching that accents
and augments the teaching/learning process. Criterion referenced evaluation instruments.are
provided for uniform measurement of student progress. In addition to evaluating redall
information, teachers are encouraged to evaluate the other areas including process and
product as indicated at the end of each instructional unit.

It is the sincere belief of the MAVCC pe onnel and all those members who served
on the committees that this publication will allo the students to become better prepared
and more effective members of the work force.

o

.

a

Bob Perry, Chairman
Board of Directors
MidAmerica Vocational

Carriculum Consortium
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PREFACE

For many years those responsible for teaching small engine repair have felt a need for
instructional materials to use in this area. A team of teachers, industry representatives, and
trade and industrial education staff members accepted this challenge and have produced
manuals which will meet the needs of many types of courses where students are expected
to become proficient in the area of small engine repair. The MAVCC Chain Saw Repair pub-
lication is designed to supplement the MAVCC Comprehensive SmalliEngine Repair publi-
cation by covering in detail all aspects of chain saw repair not included in general engine
repair or the repair of other small engines.

Every effort has been made to make this publication basic, readable, and by all means
usable. Three vital parts of instruction have been intaseionally omitted from this publica-
tion: motivation, personalization, and localization.. These areas are left to the individual
instructors and the instructors should capitalize on them. Only then will this publication
really become a vital part of the teaching-learning process.

In addition, we would appreciate your help. We check for content quality, spelling, and
typographical errors many times in the development of a manual...kb is still possible, how-
ever, for an error to show up in a publication.

,
If, in the use of this publication, you strould find something questionable we would

appreciate you bringing it to our attention. A copy of the page or pages in question with
your suggestions for correction would certainly help use when we revise and update mate-
rials.

,

We're trying to provide you with the best possible curriculum materials and will
certainly appreciate your help in detecting areas where possible corrections are needed
to Maintain the quality you want and deserve.

I

,-

-e

Ann Berison
Executive Director
Mid-America Vocational Curriculum

Consortium, Inc.

I
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USE OF THIS PUBLICATION

Instructional Units

The Chain Saw Repair curriculum includes nine units:Each instructional unit includes
some or all of the basic components of a unit of instruction: performance objectives, sug-
gested activities for teacher and students, information sheets, assignment sheets, job sheets,
visual aids, tests, and answers to the test. Units are planned for more than one lesson or
class period of instruction.

Careful study of each instructional unit by the teacher will help to determine:

A. The amount of material that can be covered in each class period.
B. The skills which must be demonstrated.

1. Supplies needed
2. Equipment needed
3. Amount of practice needed
4. Amount of class time needed for demonstrations

C. Supplementary materials such as pamphlets or filmstrips that must be ordered.
D. Resource people that must be contacted.

_
Oliectives ,

kach unit of instruction is based on performance objectives. These objectives state the
goals of the course thus providing a sense of direction and accomplishment for the student.

Performance objectives are stated in two forms: unit objectives, stating the subject
matter to be covered in a unit of instruction and specific objectives, stating the student per-
formance necessary to reach the unit objective.

Since the objectives of the unit provide direction for the teaching-learning process, it
is important for the teacher and students to have a common understanding of the intent of
the objectives. A limited number of performance terms have been used in the objectives
for this curriculum to assist in promoting the effectiveness of +he communication among all
individuals using the materials.

Following is a list of performance terms and their synonyms which may have been useal
in this material:

Name Identify Describe
,Label Select Define
List in writing Mark Discuss in writing
List orally Point out Discuss orally
Letter Pick out Interpret
Record Choose Tell how
Repeat Locate Tell what
Give Explain

2
XI
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Order Distinguish Construct
Arrange Discriminate Draw
Sequence Make

.
List in order Build
Classify Design

Divide Formulate
Isolate Reproduce
Sort Transcribe

Reduce
Increase
Figure

Demonstrate Additional Terms Used
Show your work Evaluate Prepare
Show procedure Complete Make
Perform an exp4iment Analyze Read
Perform the steps Calculate Tell
Operate Estimate Teach
Remove Plan Converse
Replace Observe Lead
Turn off/on Compare State
(Dis) assemble Determine Write
(Dis) connect Perform

Reading of the objectives by the student should be followed by a class discussion to
answer any questions concerning performance requirements for each instruction unit.

Teachers should feel free to add objectives which will fit the material to the needs of
the students and community. When teachers add objectives, they should remember to sup-
ply the needed information, assignment and/or job sheets, and critierion tests.

Mr

Sugted Activities

Each unit of instruction has a suggested activities sheet outlining steps to follow in
accomplishing specific objectives. The activities are listed according to whether they are
the responsibiLity of the instructor or the student.

Instructor: Duties of the instructor will vary according to the particular unit; however,
for best use of the material they should include the following: provide students with
objective sheet, information sheet, assignment sheets, and job sheets; preview film-
strips, make transparencies, and arrange for resource materials and people; discuss unit
and specific objectives and information sheet; give test. Teachers are encouraged to
use any additional instructional activities and teaching methods to aid students in ac-
complishing the objectives. 1

Students : Student activities are listed which will help the student to achieve the ob-
jectives for the unit.

_

'xii 10
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Information Sheets

Information sheets provide content essential for meeting the cognitive (knowledge) ob-
jectives of the unit. The teacher will find that information sheets serve as an excellent guide
for presenting the background knowledge n sary to develop the skills i:)ecified in the
unit objective.

Students should read the information sheets be re the information is discussed in
class. Students may take additional notes on the informat in sheets.

Transparency Masters

Transparency masters provide information in a special way. The students may see as
well as hear the material being presented, thus reinforcing the learning process. Transpar-
encies may present new information or they may reinforce information presented in the in-
formation sheets. They are particularly effective when identification is necessary.

Transparencies should be made and placed in the notebook where they will be imme-
diately available for use. Transparencies direct the class's attention to the topic of discus-
sion. They should be left on the screen only when topics shown are under discussion.

Job Sheets

.,.

Job Sheets are an important segment of each unit. The instructor should be able to and
in most situations should demonstrate the skills outlined in the job sheets. Procedures out-
lined in the job sheets give direction_to the skill being taught and allow both student and
teacher to check student progress towerd the accomplishment of the skill. Job sheets pro-
vide a ready outline for students to follow if they have missed a demonstration. Job sheets
also furnish potential employers With a picture of the skills being taught and the perfor-
mances which might reasonably be expected from a person who has had this training.

Assignment Sheets

Assignment sheets give direction to study and furnish practice for paper and pencil
activities to develoP the knowledges which are necessary prerequisites to skill develop-.
ment. These may be given to the studeint for completion in class or used for homework
assignments. Answer sheets are proydeck which may be used by the student and/or teacher
for checking student progress. v

Test and Evaluation

- Paper-pencil and performance tests have been constructed to measure student achieve-
ment of each objective, listed in the unit of instruction. Individual test iterps may be pulled
out and used as a short test to 'determine student achievement of a particular objective.
This kind of testing may be used as a daily quiz and will help the teacher spot difficulties
being encountered by students in their efforts to accomplish the unit objectile. Test items
for objectives added by the teacher should be constructed and Aded to the test.

Test Answers

Test Answers are provided for each unit. These may be used by the teacher and/or
student for checking student achievement of the objectives

WI



CHAIN SAW REPAIR
INSTRUCTIONALITASK ANALYSIS

JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Work ould Know

(Psychomotor) (Cogn

6. Calculate chain pitch

O

UNIT l CHA

1. Terms

2. Parts of a chain

3. Cutter parts

4. Cutter types

5. Causes of chain failure

UNIT II: CHAIN SHARPENING

1. Terms

2. Methods of sharpening chains

3. Reasons for keeping chains sharp

4. Hand sharpen a chain ,

5. Gauge a chain

6. Adjust chain tension

UNIT III: CHAIN LINK REPLACEMEriT

1. Terms

2. Safety factoll

3. Tools used in link replacement

4. Remove and replace a chain link
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JOB TRAINING: What the 'RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do c ,the Worker ShOuld Know

,(Ps chomotor) (Cognitive)\ UNIT 4V: BARS

1. Terms

, V
.

\
2. Types of bars

5. Repair a solid nose bar

3. Parts of a bar assembly

4. Causes of bar damage

UNIT V: CHAIN OILERS

5. Check a chain oiler for proper
operation

ib.

1. Terms
o

2. C7tegories of oilers :
3. Tyrs of automatic oilers

4. 'Operation of automatic oilers

,

UNIT VI: CHAIN SAW ()RIVES

*3 1 . Terms

2. Types of drives

3. Types of drive s ockets

4. Parts of a gear reducti n

5. Parts of a direct drive assembly

T. 6. pemove, inspect, service, and
replace a direct drive assembly

;. "- ...

*
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Hand Tool Assortment

Ofie pound ball peen hamrAer
Sl joint pliers
Scre'pdcivers .

4" standard and phillips
.' 1 1/2"Itandard and phillips

I

14( 8" standard and phillips
Adjustable wrench
3/8" socket sit with reversible ratchet
1/4" tocket set with reversible ratchet
Cold Chisel
Combination wrench set 7/16 to 7/8
Open end wrench set metric
Metric socket set
Safety rasses

.

Oilier Tools and Equipment

Assortment of roCind chain files and handles
1/8"
5 mm

,3/16r
7/32"
114"
9/32"
5/16"

Leather gloves
Bar vise
File card
Chain breaker
Rivet spinner
Combknation wrench set metric .%
Drain pan
,Ha5 key set
Slide micrometer set
Outside micrometer set
ImpIct£Crewdiver set

. Heli-cbjtkit
Snap ring Pliers
Bench vise
Surface plate
Feeler gauge set, -41)

4Machinist's hteel rule
3/8" ckinphillipsscrewdriver socket set
No bounce hamMer. t

Tape measu re

o

V

WOK

Paets pan
Cleaning brush
Parts washing pan
Pin wrench
Soft drift .-

Bushing driver set
Test lamp
Ohmmeter
Spark plug wrench
0-1" telescoping gauge

L.
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CHAINS
UNIT I

UNIT OBJECTIVE '

/

'lb

%

a

.
After comptlation of this unit, th,e student Should be able to identify the main parts of a
chain. The student should also be able to identify four types of cutters and calculate chain
pitch. This knowledge will be e/idenced throughdemonstration and by scoring eighty-five
percent on the unit test.

,,
SRECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:
....-

0.

I.

.v

1. Match terms associated.with chains to the correct definitions.,
2. Identify the main parts of.a chain.

3. Identify four types of cutters.

4. Identify the' main parts of a cutter.

5. List causes of chain failure. 't
Q,

6. CalCulate chain pitch.

..,

aft

4,
vi

a,

:

1 t-
4. I.)
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i
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I. Instructor:

CHAINS
UNIT I

'SUGGESTED ACTIJIES

fi1or

A. Provide student with pbjective sheet.

B. Provide student with information sheet.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and splecific objectives.

E. Discuts infoRnation sheet.

k I SF. Prtivide studerit with examples of damaged cha s and ha the student
identify tile causei of failure.

G. Give test.

I I. Student:

/
A. Read objective sheet..

B. Study information sheet.

---
C. Partidpate in class discussions.

D. Take test. .

I
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

,.

I. Included in this unit:

A\ Objective sheet

p

B. Information sheet 0 ,

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Main Parts of a Chain

.

-

2. TM 2--Types of . Cutters

3. TM 3--Mpin Parts of a Cutter

,

i - =

CS 3
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\,
D. Assignment Sheet #1--Calculate Chain Pitch

E. TeSt

F. Answers to test 4

/

II. Reference--Chain Saw Service Manual. Kansas Cjty: Technical Publications
Division/Intertec Publishing Corporation, 1974..

A

*

-
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CHAINS
UNIT I

INFORMATION SHEET

-Terms and definitions
,

A. Chain--Cutting assembly on a chain saw

1

B. Drive link--Chain component which has a tang that meshes with the
drive clutch teeth to drive the chain around the bar

C. Guard linkChain.component on semi and micro chisels used instead of
the tie strap

DT Preset cutter--Chain component which has a cutting edge and rivets to
attach all other components of the chain

Preset tie strap--Chain component which connects the drive links and
cutters and has rivets to attach other components

F. Rivet--COntains a flange and hubs to fasten the- chain components
togetherk

G. Bar--Flat, oblong metal part with grooves which provide a race for the
chtin drive link to follmi

H. Roller nose--Bar end piece with a center pivot designed reduce chain
friction by rotating with the chain as it r011s pver th end of the bar'

I. Chain pitch--Half theodis.tance between the centers o the cutter toe
end rivet hole and the next tie strap toe end rivet hole

,
H. Main parts of a chain (Transparency 1)

,

A. Drive link
..

B. Tie°strap (side link)

(NOTE: On some chains the guard link replaces the tie strap.)

C. Preset cutter, left hapI and right,hand

D. Preset tie strap Jde link)

E. , Rivet

.
,..

1 3
t

'CS 5
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INFORMATION SHEET

Types of cutters (Transparency 2)

((NOTE: These are basic configurations. Many versions are presented-by

various manufacturers.)

A. Chipper

B. Chisel

C. Semi and micro chisel

D. Power shaip

IV. Main parts of a cutter (Transparency 3)

A. Top plate

B. Gullet

C. _Depth gauge

D. Rivet hole

E. Toe

F. Heel

G. Side plate

V. Causes of chain failure

A. Chain improperly adjusted

B. Worn or damaged bar groove

C. Lack of lubrication

D. Improper filing or sharpening

E. Abrasion

F. Worn out roller nose

G. Improper use

H. Damaged sprocket teeth

19



Hub

Main Pars of A Chain

Preset Tie Strap (Side Link)

Rivet Preset t utter(Left Hand)

Flange

Tie Strap

Preset Cutter
(Right Hand)

Guard Link
replaces Tie Strap

on Micro-Guard and
Speed-Guard chain

in front of each cutter.

Drive Link



Types of Cutters

Chipper Round Side Plate
on Cutter

Square Corner
at Top and
Side Plate

Intersection

Semi and
M icro Chisel Round Corner

at Top and
Side Plate

Intersection

Flat Side Plate

'Cs 9
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CHAINS
UNIT I

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--CALCULATE CHAIN PITCH

Directions: Using the dimensions listed below, calculate the chain pitch. Chain pitch is
equal to the distance (labeled "C" in Figure 1) between the center of a cutter toe end rivet
hole (labeled "A" in Figure 1) and the next tie strap toe end rivet hole center ("B") divided
by two.

Figure 1

.,

Example: C = 3/4"
Work: Chain pitch = 3/4+ 2 = 3/4 X*1/2 = 3/8

1

Chain pitch = 3/8"

Problems":-

a. C = 7/8"

CP =

b. C = 1"

CP =

c. C = 1 1/8"

CP =
% .

d. C = 1 1/2"

CP =

e. C = 1/4"

CP =

.40

CS 13



a. 7/16"

b. 1/2"

c. 9/16"

d. 3/4"

s e. 1/8"
4

-art

1
a

CHAINS
UNIT It

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEET

I 1,

"

CS 15
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CHAINS
UNIT I

NAME

TEST

1. Match tile terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. Contains a flange And hubs to fasten the
chain components together

b. Chain component which connects the
drive links and cutters and has rivets to
attach other components

c. Chain component which 'has cutting
geed and rivets to attach, I other

components of the chain

d. Chain component on semi and micro
chisels used instead., of the tie strap

e. Chain component which has a tang that
meshes with the drive clutch teeth to
drive the chain around t

f. Flat, oblong metal part with grooves
which provide a race for the chain drive
link to follow

g. Cutting assembly op a chain aaw

h. Bar end piece with a center pivot de-
signed to reduce chain friction by
rotating with the chain as it rolls over
the end of the bar

i. Half the distance betifeen the centers of
the cutter, toe end rivet hole and the
next tie strap toe end rivet hole*

a

1. Drive link -

2. Guard link

Preset tie strap

4. Rivet

5.. Preset cutter

Chain

3.

7. Roller nose

8. Bar

9. Chain pitch

CS 1 7
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2. fdentif the maip parts of a dhain. ,

' "
d. ,

3. , Identify,tke four:Ill/Pee of cutters.
Ai

4 r c

t 4

'AP

111.

.

'Irke ' *

cr.

Ise

2 8
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4. Identify the main parts of a cutter.
a

r

5. List six causes of chaip failure.

t.
P.

b.
/.

,of c.

d.

e.

As

N

A

,

f.

6. Calculate chain pitch.

(NOTE If this activity has not been accomplished prior to Ihe Vst, ask your instruc-
tor when it should be cornpleted.)

b

\

,

_

..

,
,

aim

*

*
.011

-
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CHAINS
umrl

ANSWERS TO TEST

Cs 21

..

1. a. 4 I e. '1 I. 9

b. 3 f. 8

c. 5 g. 6 ,

d. 2 h. 7

2. a. Drive link

b. Tie strap (side link)
..

c. Preset witter, left hand and right hand ,
d. Preset tie strap (side link)

e. Rivet
. ,. .

3. a. ChiPper -

b. Semi and micro chisel

c. Power sharp

d. Chisel .

. ....,

4. a. Top plate

b: Gullet

c. Depth gauge
.

.41 Rivet hole

.
e. Toe ,..

f. Heel

g. : Side plate

5. Any six of the following:

Chain irnfirOp6rly idjustéd -

b. Wom or damagea bar groove

c. *Lack of lubrication

-

,

,
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a

,

a

d. Improper filing or sharpening
4

e. Abrasion

Worn out roller nose

Improper use

h. Damaged sprocket teeth

-

6. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

4

`

We

4

6
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CHAIN SHARPENING
UNIT II

UNIT 0,..y ECT IV E

After completion of this unit, the student should be.able to sharpen a chain and adjust the
chain depth and tension. This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration ancl-hy-
scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

_

SPECIFIC 'OBJECTIVES

4>

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated_ with Chain sharpening to the correct definitions.

2. Name two methods of sharpening chains.

3. List reasons why a chain should be kept sharp.

gt 4. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Hand sharpen a chipper type chain.

b. Gauge a chain for depth.

c. Adjust chain tension.

..

,

c

/ 41

,

..) 9
ti 4.

-
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CHAIN SHARPENING
UNIT ll

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

D. Discuss information sheet.

E. Demonstrate and ,discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

F. Discuss files, gauges, holders and filecards

8
G. Give test.

Student:

410 A. Read objectwe sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete lob sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Chain Filing Equipment

2. TM 2--Power Grinder

r,

C.S 25
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D. Job sheets

1., Job Sheet #1--Hand Sharpen a Chipper TypeChain

2. Job Sheet #2--Gauge a Chain for Depth

3. Job Sheet #3--Adjust Chain Tension

E. Test

F. Answers to test

References--Chain Saw Service Manual. Kansas City, Missouri:
.Technical Publications Divisiori/Intertec Publishing Corporation, 1974.

411.
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CHAIN SHARPENING
., UNIT II

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions
4 - )

A. Depth gauge--Portion of the right and left hand cutter which allows
the cutting edge to protrude a certain distance into the surface being
cut *

B. Filing vise--Special tool used for holding the chain so it can be filed and
checked for depth

C. File holder--Special tool designed for holding a file to assure correct
angle and depth of sharpening

D. File guide--Special tool used for checking and filing 'the depth gauge

E. Stroke--rorward movement of the fete allowinga cutting action to
shape the cutter

F. Cutter angle--The angle at which the cutter is filed during chain sharp-
ening

G. Joint--Distance between top of cutter and top of depth gauge

(NOTE : This distance determinei how much wood is cut by each pass of
a cutter.)

la. II. Methods of sharpening chains

A. Hand filing (Transparency 1)

B. Machine grinding (Transparency 2)

(NOTE: Due to the differences in machines and procedures for operating
them, it is recommended that the equipment manual for each machine
be studied thoroughly before sharpening a chain.)

...

III. Reasons wh'y a-chain should be kept sharp

A. Chain saw cuts faster

B. Chain saw cuts smoother

C. Operator fatigue is reduced

D. Wear to bar and sprocket is reduced

E. Noise is reduced

4
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, Chain Filing Equipment

1

v

File Guide71111114 _

-

.N

Chain Filing Vise

,

Full Round File and Holder
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CHAIN SHARPENING
UNIT II

4

JOB SHEET #1--HAND SHARPEN A CHIPPER TYPE CHAIN

Toots and materligs

A. Safety glasses

B. Chain saw with dull chipper chain

C. Full round chain file and holder

,(NOTE: The file diameter will be determined by chain pitch. If you do
not have an operator's manual for this saw, use the chart below to
select your file.)

Chain Pitch

1/4"
.354"_
3/8"
3/8" (S-70)
.404"
7/16", 1/2"
9/16", 5/8"
3/4"

D. Pair of-Iiiiher gloves

II. Procedure

A. Put on safety glasses and gloves'

Round File Size

1/8"
5 mm
3/16"
7/32"
7/32"'
1/4"
9/32"
5/16"

B. Disconnect the spark plug wire and ground it to th ngine bl

C. Place file in a cutter (Figure 1)

Figure 1

4 0
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4 JOB SHEET #1.

11.

-,,

1. ,Keep file level at approximately 350 angle (Figure 2)

Figure 2 /,

o,

,

..

2. Keep approximately 1/5 of the file diarbeter above the cutter
(Figure 3)

Figure 3

D. File from inside out (Figure 4).

Figure 4

---iiiiiMm

to,

.1/5 File Diameter

(NOTE: Give each cutter Tsfrokes. Do not file on back stroke.)

E. Rotate chain with_gloved hand until all cutters on one side are sharpened

P. Turn saw around and start on other side of chain

G. File all cutters on this side

H. Have the instructor evaluate your work

..

,E

\--

_
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CHAIN SHARPINliNG
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #2--GAUGE-A CHAIN FOR DEPTH

1, Tools and,materials

A. Safety glasses

B. Chain

C. Bat

D. Bar vise

E. File guide, if ivailable

F.. 'Flat file
1

G. Appropriate service manual
ye/

I I. Procedure

(40TE:. If chain is gauged with bar in saw, ground spark,plug wire.)

-A. Pus. on safety glasses

B. check service manual for recommended depth

(NOTE: Manufacturers recommend specific depths at which the chain
should be set.. Cutting condition.and wood conditions will determine
what depth may be used.)

C. lacefiIe guidiover chain (Figure.1)

Figure 1

11P

D. File off that portion of:the depth gauge above the file guide (Figure
2)

Figure 2

CS.,3
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JOB SHEET #2 *

(NOTE: Be certain that all depth gauges are filed the same,_Check
depth gauge everY 3rd or 4th sharpening. See 0 igure 3.)

,

Figure 3
471= .025

I

4

E. Round off front corner usibg tilted file guide to protect toprsof cutter
(FigUye 4)

Figure 4

,

F. Repeat until all depth gauges have been worked
.

G. Have the instructor evaluate your work

r \.

1
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CHAIN SHARPENING
-UNIT II

JOB SHEET #3--ADJUST CHAIN TENSION

I. Tools and materials

A. Safety glasses

B. Combination wrench set

C. Standard or phill jgwdriver set

D. Leather glove

E. Recommended chain oil

I I. Procedure

(NOTE! Remove spark plug wire and ground it to the block.)

A. Put on leather glove

(CAUTION:Leather glove should be worn at all times to protect against
the sharp edges of the chain.)

Loosen bar nuts (Figure.1)

F)GURE 1

C. Adjust tension screw if saw is so equipped (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

CS 37



JOB SHEET #3 ;

(NOTE: Tighten until ,chain just touches bottom bar rails. Pull up on
chain to make sure it will not come out of groove. See Figure 3.)

FIGURE 3

mrettatler
D. Oil the chain (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

-411-- Incorrect

E. Rotate drain around bar (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

(NOTE: Be sure it fits sprocket and bar.)

F. Hold bar tip up, and tighten nuts (Figufe 6)

FIGURE 6

G. Rotateshain again to make sure it moves freely

Corr

1/4
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, CHAINSHARPENING
UNIT ll

TEST

NAME

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. Special tool designed for holding a file
to assure correct angle and depth of sharp-
ening

b. Forward movement of the file allowing a
_cutting action to shape the cutter

c. Portion of the right and left hand cuttz,
which allows the cutting edge to protrude a
certain distance, into the surface being cut

d. Special tool used for holding the chain-
s° it can be filed and checked fo-r depth

e. Special tool used for checking and filing the
.

depth gauge

f. The angle at which the cutter is filed during
. chain sharpening

g. Distance between top of cutter and top
of depth gauge

2. Name two methods of sharpening chains.

a.

b.

3. List four reasons why a chain should be kept sharp.

a.

b.

C.

d.

1. Stroke

2. Filing vise

3. File holder

4. File guide

5. Depth gauge

6. Joint

7. Cutter angle

C539
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s.

:

4. Demonstrate the ability io.

a. Hand sharpen a chipper type chain.

b. Gauge a chain for depth.

c. Adjust chain tension.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor wheO they should be completed.)

-4
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CH-A-IN-SHARREM-NG
UNIT II

ANSWERS TO TEST

e. 4

f. 7

g. 6

2. a. Hand filing

b. Machine grinding

3. Any four of the following:

a. Chain saw cuts faster

b. Chain saw cuts smoother [

c. Operator fatigue is reduced

d. Wear to bar and sprocket is reduced

e. Noise is reduced

4. Performance skills mialuated to the satisfaction of the instructor

10
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CHAIN LINK REPLACEMENT
UNIT III

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion.of this units the student should be able to replace chain links. This know-
ledge will be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring eighty-five percent on the
unit test.

SPECIFIC OB4ECTIVES

After completion of this unit, tbe student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with chain link replacement to the correct defini-
tions.

2. Name the two safety Jactors for replacing a-chain link.

3. Identify the tools used for chain link replacement.

4. Demonstrate the ability to remove and replace a chain link.

s.

4 ()
A
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CHAIN LINK REPLACEMENT
UNIT III

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

..

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Pro-vide student with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparency.

a Discuss unit'and speFific objectives.

E.
:
Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures- outlined in the job sheet.

G. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.
, .

6 B. Study information sheet.

C. , 'Complete job sheet.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency master: TM 1--Tools Used to Replace a Chain Link

D. Job Sheet #1--Remove and Replace a Chain Link

E. Test

F. Answers to test
..

,

II. ReferenceChain Saw Service Manual. Kansas City: Technical Publications
Division/Intertec Publishing Corporation, 1974.

50
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CHAIN LINK REPLACEMENT
UNIT III

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Pocket chain breaker--Block made of hardened steel, grooved so that
rivets can be removed easily with a punch

/
B. Rivet spinner--Tool used to put factory type round finish on rivet

heads

C. , Bench chain breaker--Bench mounted tool with a power 'lever attached to
a hardened steel type punch to easily remove rivets .,

D. Riveting--Connecting links in order to form one continuous chain

II. Safety factors for replacing a chain link

A. File the bottom of a new link to match wOrn links
/

B. File a new cutter to match the other cutters on the.chain

,

(CAUTION: If new links are not filed to match existing links, dangerous
jerking and vibration will occur when the chain saw is put into oper-
ation.)

i
. ,

III. Tools msed for chain link replacement (Transparency 1)

A. Pocket chain breaker

. B. Bench chain breaker and spinner

C. Hand rivet spinner

(NOTE: For emergency field repairs, rivet heads can be filed off, links
then spread with a screwdriver, repairs made, and then rivet heads can be
formed with a ball peen hammer.) ..

D. Multi-purpose tool

i

(NOTE: This type of tool can punch out rivets, form new heads, and
even form a head on a used rivet in some instances where emergency
repairs are needed.)

.51

.
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Tools Used To Replace A Chain Link,

/i;,

-1c

_

Hand Rivet Sinneill

N.

_. 52

a

6

Pocket Chain Breaker

v

a

,

Multi-Purpose Tool

de

Masa, ,

Bench Chain
Breaker and Spinner

53
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CHAIN LINK REPLACEMENT
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #1--REMOVE AND REPLACE A CHAIN LINK

I. Tools and materials

A. Saw chain

B. Chain breaker

C. Hand rivet spinner

D. Punch

E. Chain file

F. Mil file and'holder

G, Safety glasses

H. Solvent

I. Cleaning tray

J. Shopaowels

K. Chain oil ,

Procedure

CS51

(NOTE: Disconnect plug wire and ground it to the block before stsqting.)

A. Remove chain from saw \
(NOTE: Be sure and wear safety glasses while pressing out and spinning
rivets.)

B. Soak chain in solvent

C. Determine which links need to be replaced

(NOTE: Look for cracked or nicked cutter and damaged depth gauges.)
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jOBSHEET #1

Q. rFit chain into chain breaker (Figure 1)

_

E. Punch out rivets of damaged part (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

F: File bottom of new part to match wern parts

-_,, -----;,..---

r

n,
(NOTE: If a ndw cutter is added, be sure and file it to match worn
cutters.)

G. / Put preset tie strap on flat surface

H. Attach chain on new part

I. Place chain in spinner and rivet i-lead

J. Check chain for tight joints (Figure 3)

(NOTE: Bend all chain joints, not just newly installed links.)

E-, -'to 0
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JOB SHEET '#1
a

K. Soak chain in oil

L. Dry chain lightly with,:ho4vel

M. Reinstall 'choin'.

N. Stift se.
,

- 0

0. .141.m.for approximately 5 minutes

, * (NO-TE: Give the chain plenty of oil while running.)

P. StoP aw

Q. Readjust chain tension

A. Have itisfructor evaluate work
. .

A

C..
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CHAIN LINk REPLACEMENT
UNIT III

TEST

1. Match the ierms on the right to th correct definitions.

a. Tool used to put factory type round

NAME

finish on rivet heads

b. Bench mounted tool with a power lever
attached to a hardened steel type punch
to easily remove rivets

c. Connecting lin,ks in ordAto form one
continuous chain

d. Block made of hardened steel, grooved so
that rivets can be removed easily with a
punch

2. Name the two safety factors for replacing a chain link.

a.

b.

1. Pocket chain
breaker

2. Riveting

3. Bench chain .

breaker

4. Rivet
spinnir

3. Identify the tools used for chain link replacement.

4.

a. b.

5 7
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,

C.

1

,

...

d.

_4. ' Demonstrate the ability to remove and replace a chain link.
Al.

,

(NOTE: If this activity has not been accomplished.prior to the test, ask your instructor
when it should be completed.)

A. s

1



CHAIN LINK REPLACEMENT
UNIT III

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a 4

b. 3

C. 2

d.

2. a. File the bottom of a new link to match worn links 1,

b. File a new cutter to match the other cutters on the chain

3. a.. Hand rivet spinner

b. Pocket chain breaker

c. Bench chain breaker and spinner

d. Multi-purpose tool

4. Performance skill evaldated to the satisfaction of the instructor

4

z
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BARS
UNIT IV

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion qf this unit, the student should be able to repair a bar. This knowledge
will be evidenced through demonstraticin and by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with bars to the correct definitions.

2. Name four types of bars used on chain saws.

3. Identify the main parts of a typical bar assembly.

4. Match causes of b'ar damage to illustrations.
-

5. Demonstrate the ability to repair a solid nose bar.
,

-

G 0

,

,
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.BARS
UNIT IV

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

.1. Instrator

A. Provide student with objective sheet.
`\

B. Provide student with information sheet.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Show examples of different types of bars.
.-

F. Show examples of damaged bars.
G

/

G. Disassemble a bar so that students can identify parts.

H. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheet.
,

. I. Give test.,

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

8.- Read information sheet.

C. Complete job sheet.

..
D. Take.test.

INSTRUCtlOpJAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

3. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Types of Bari

2. TM 2--Main Parts of a Bar

D. Job Sheet #1--Repair a Solid Nose Bar

C14
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BARS
-UNIT IV

INFQRMATION SHEET

I. terms and definitions

A. Groove--Portion of the bar in which the drive links run in order to hold the
chain into the bar

B. Body--Main part or solid section of the bar

C. Rail--Portion of the bar on which the,tie straps of the chain ride enabling the
drive links to be guided in a groove

D. Nose tip--Portion of the bar that the chain-circles on the tip

E. Roller tip--Special antifriction 'oiler assembly used on some bar tips

F. Mounting slot-Slot in which the bar mounting bolts are received to secure
the bar to the engine housing

G. Adjustment pin hole--Hole in the bar in which a chain adjuster fits

H. Oil delivery hole--Hole in bar assembly in which_ oil is delivered to the bar
and chain when the pump is operated

--It. Typislif bars used on chain saws (Transparency 1)

A. iiose bar.

B. External roller nose bar

(NOTE: The roller nose needs to be greased at every fueling.)

C. Internal roller nose bar

(NOTE: The roller nose on some models is lubricated by the chain oiler.)

D. Bow bar

III. Main parts of a typical bar assembly (Transparency 2)

A. Groovel

B. Body

C. Rail

O. Nose tip

C2
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. Roller tip

F. Mounting slot

G. Adjustment pin hole
I.

H. Oil delivery hole
IN

I V . Causes of bar damage
.... 1 .....

A. Rail damage of chain entrx (Figure 1) -Crowding at entry when chain is
loose

FIGURE 1

)

B. Excessive wear on one rail (Figure 2)

1. Inconsistant face angles

2. Unequal joint setting

FIGURE 2 i
i, L..

1

V,

C. Worn nose tip (Figure 3)

1. , Excessive chain tension

2. Insufficient lubrication

3. Cutting with dull or damaged cutters

FIGURE 3

1,
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INFORMATION SHEEa

D. Worn rails (Figure 4)

1. Chain slap from loose chain

2. Undercutting with dull or damaged chain

3. Cutting with insufficient joint

FIGURE 4

E. Worn,inside of rails (Figure 5)

. 1. Inconsistant face angles

2. Excessive face angles

3. Excessive joirit_

FIGURE 5
'i

_

-

_

e

-:,

, _

I
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Types of Bars
-441g

Bow Bar

411111111.

External Roller
Nose Bar

Solid Nose Bar

Internal Roller
Nose Bar

CS 67
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Mam Parts of a Bar

Groove

Body ('

Oil Delivery Hole

Adjustment Pin
Hole

..

Rail

Oil Delivery Hole

Adjustment Pin Hole
Mounting Slot

Guide Bar
,

Noie TiP

Roller Tip

,
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dARS

UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #1--REPAIR A SOLID NOSE BAR .

I. Tools and materials

A: Saw with_damaged solid nose bar

B. Vise

C. Anvil or other suitable pounding surface

D. Filelwith handle

E. Ball peen hammer

F. Micrometer, 0"-1"

G. Steel shims

H. Hand tbol assortment

I. Safety glasses-

J. Solvent

K. Toothpicks
----,.._

L. Shop towels

M. Parts brush

N. Feeler gauge set

0. Fite card

P. Flat surface

II. Procedure

(CAUTION: Put on safety glasses and remove and ground spark plug wire be-
fore beginning.)

-

A. Remove bar from saw

1. Remove bar mounting nuts and washers

-

CS 71
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JOB Sit-IEET #1

s

2. Remove outer cover (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

(NOTE: If guide bar plates are used:note their: position for replacement.See

Figure 2.)

FIGURE 2

3. Slide bar back towards clutch

------s_;,...------

(NOTE: This will loosen the chain for easy removal. If a screw ten-
sioner is on the saw loosen it to-slide the bar back.)

4. Remove the chain

(NOTE: Soak the chain in oil while repairs are being,made.)
. .

5. Lift the bar from the saw

(NOTE: Keep
Jan parts together for replacement. Don't leave the

i.
.,

saw where it could be knocked off a table and damaged.)

. B. Clean the bar

i

1. Clean groove with a toothpick

(NOTE: Repeat until groove is clean.)

2. Brush solvent in groove and oil passages

3. Dry bar wiTh shop towels

t. ,

ki (.7

IN
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- JOB SHEET #1 4/...
,

C. Repair spread or worn rails (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

-
Q

1. Measure drive link tang with a micrometer (Figure 41

FIGURi 4 -

.,

2. Select appropriate steel shim (Figure 5)

-(1

(NOTE: The shim should be .004" 'to .006" larger than.,drive tang.)

FIGURE 5 ,

3. Lay bar on flat metal surface

4. Place shim in groove
1,

t

,

CS 73

5. Ping lightly on alternate sides with hammer until shim is snug (Figure 6)

FIGURE 6

. Work around bar until all areas have been resited
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JOB SHEET #1

D. Repair guide groove opening

1. Plact er in vise

2. File groove into tang opening (Figure 7)

'FIGURE 7

ikr
E. Check bar for straightness

1. Place bar on flat surface

(NOTE: Remove burrs from rails with a file or bar dresser.)

2. Insert .008" feeler gauge between bar and flat surface (Figure 8)

(NOTE: If feeler gauge slips in the bar is bent, and should be replaced.)

FIGURE-i

F. Replace bar on saw

1. Brush groove to remove arry filings

2. Mount bar on-gurde pins
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1

*
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411.

c

3. Install chain

I,

..

JOB SHEET #1

.1"

a. Place chain over sprocket.and engage drive link tangs in sprocket
teeth

b. Starting at top of bar work the chain into the bar groove

(NOTE: Make sure you have cutting edges facing forward.)

5, Turn bar adjusting screw (if applicable to full rear position)

d. Pull bar forward

(NOTE: If adjusting screw is used tigh-ten chain lightly withit)
10,

4. Replace guide bar plate if applicable

5. Replace outer cover, nuts and washers

G. 'Adjust chain tension

_

..

\

-

0.1 4 )
6,0

,
,

,

K
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BARS
;UNIT IV

NAME

TEST

1. Match terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. Hole in bar assembly in which oil is
delivered to the bar and chain when the

*lymp is operated

1. Roller tip

2. Adjustment
pin hole

b. Main part or solid section of the bar
3. Body

c. Special antifriction roller assembly used
on some bar tips 4. Oil delivery

hole
d. Portion of the bar in which the drive

links, run in order to hold the chain 5. Nose tip
into the bar

6. Mounting slot
e. Portion of the bar on which the tie

straps of the chain ride enabling the 7. Rail
drive links to be guided in a groove

8. Groove
f. Hole in the bar in which a chain ad-

juster fits

g. Portion of the bar that the chain circles
on the tip

h. Slot in which the bar mounting bolts are
received to secure the bar to the engine
housing

2. Name four types of bars used on chain saws.

a.

b.

C.

d.

17 3

aeo
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3. Identify the main arts of a bar assembly.

a.

b.

C.

51.

e.

f.

g.

h.

4. Match causes of darnaged bars on the right to the correct illustrations.

a..

b.

1. a) Inconsistant
face angles

b) Unequal joint
setting

2. Crowding at entry
when chain is loose



C.

d.

e.

3. a) Chain slap from
loose chain

b) Undercutting
with dull or
damaged chain

c) Cutting with
insufficient
joint

- 4. a) Inconsistent face
angles

b) Excessive face
angles

c) Excessive joint

5. a) Excessive chain
tension

f

b) Insufficient
lubrication

c) Cutting with dull
or damaged cutters

, 5. Demonstrate the ability to repair a solickpose bar.

(NOTE: If this activity has not been accomplished pricir to the test, ask your instructor
when it should be completed.)
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BARS,
UNIT IV

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 4

b. 3

C. 1

d. 8

e. 7

f. 2

.9. 5

h. 6

2. a. Solid nose bar

b. External roller nose bar

C. Internal roller nose bar

d. Bow bar

3. a. Groove

b. Body

c. Rail

d. Nose tip

1

e. Roller tip

f. Mounting slot

g. Adjustment pin hole

h. Oil delivery hole

4. .a. 1 d. 2

b. 3 e 4

,
c. 5

5. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instruct&

,.
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CHAIN OILERS
UNIT V

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to match terms associated with
chain oilers and types of chain oilers to their definitions and operational descriptions. The
student should also be able to name types and categories of chain.oilers and check a chain
oiler for proper operation. This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration by
scoring eighty-five percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms associated with chain oilers to the correct definitions.

2. Name three basic categories of chain oilerl.

3. Identify four types of autdmatic chain oileri.

4. Match the types of automatic chain oilers to a description of their operation.

5. Demonstrate the ability to check a charn oiler for proper operation.

77.
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CHAIN OILERS
UNIT V

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information sheet.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Show students variations of basic pumps.

G. Disassemble and repair a manual and an automatic oiler pump.,

H. Give test.

Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sl;eet.

D. Take test

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

--C. Tconsparency Masters

1. TM 1--Pulsation Pump

~ 2. TM 2--Mnder Check Valve Pump

3. TM 3--Cam Operated Pump

4. ^ TM 4--Gear drive Pump

D. Job Sheet #1--Check t Chain Oiler for Proper Operation

II
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E. Test

F. Answers to test

II. References--Chain Saw Service Manual. Kansas City, Missouri: Technical Publica-

tions Division/I ntertec Publishing Corporation, 1974.
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CHAIN OILERS
UNIT V

..

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Oiler pump--Mechanical device used to force oil from a reservoir to the bar
for lubrication during sawing operation

B. Manual oiler pump--Nonautomatic oiler pump which is activated by the
machine operator

C. Automatic oiler pump--Oiler pump which is driven by some form of engine
related force; runs automatically when engine is operating

D. Oil reservoir--Tank which stores oil to be transfexed to the bar for lubri-
. cation during sawing operations

E. Rebulator valve--Adjustable metering device found on some saws; can be
adjusted to control amount of oil to bar, and cannot be completely shut off

F. Check valve--Device which allows pressurized fluids to pass in only one
.

direction

(NOTE: A check valve usually has a spring, ball, and seat to accomplish this
one way flow.)

G. Pulsation pump--Automatic oiler pump which supplies oil through pres-
sure from a diaphragm which is pulsated by crankcase pressures

H. Cylinder check valve pump--Automatic oiler pump which supplies oil by
presserizing the tank with cylinder pressure through a check valve

I

I. Cam erated pump--kttomatic oiler pump which suppfies oil through a
reciprocatinqplunger pump driven by crankshaft cam

J. Gear drive pumi>Agtomatic oiler pump which supplies oil through a reci-
procating plunger pumis-driven by a crankshaft gear

--.....

II. Categories of chain oilers

A. Manual

(NOTE: This type of oiler relies on the operator fiii- Initiate oiling action.)

B. Automatic

(1NOTE: This type of oiler automatically provides oiling.)

C. pombination automatiowith manual '

-

_

(NOTE: This system automatically oils and can be supplemented by manual
action of operator.)

S ()

i.
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INFORMATION SHEET
411)

III. Types of automatic chain oilers

A. Pulsation pump (Transparency 1)

B. Cylinder check valve pump (Transparency 2)

C. Cam operated pump (Transparency 3)

D. Gear drive pump (Transparency 4)

IV. Operation of automatic chain oilers

A. Pulsation pump (Transparency 1)

1. Engine crankcaie develops a vacuum

_I

I

-

6
a. Diaphragm is drawn inward during{vacuum

b. DiaPhragm pulls pump piston downward

or

c. Pump piston vacuum draws oil from reservoir through manual
pump into metering chamber

2. Engine crankcase pressurizes

a. Diaphragm is pushed outward

b. Piston is pushed upward blocking oil inlet

c. Piston upward moyement pressurizes the metering chamber

d. Pressure forces check valve ball off of seat and oil passes

e. Pressure forces oil through the transfer line to the bar

B. Cylinder check valve pump (Transparency 2)

1. Cylinder pressurizes

., a. Pressure forces cylinder check valve open

b. Pressure passes through reservoir check valve frito oil reservoir

c. 'Pressure in reservoir forces oil through manual oiler pump'

d. Throttle action opens system valve

(NOTE: This valve ,keeps pressure in reservoir from pushing
oil to the bar except when the throttle is in use.)

, ....

I

e. Oil passes through system valve in transfer lines to regulator valve

f. Regulator valve meters oil flow to bar

i

C.) 1
k.J A.

c.

4



INFQRMATION SHEET

2. Cylinder develops a vacuum

a. Cylinder check valve closes

b. Reservoir check valve closes

(NOTE: When closed, these valves lock the pressure in the reser-
voir.)

C. Cam operated pump (Transparency 3)

1. Cam pushes in plunger

a. Cern pushes piston forward

b. Piston seals off inlet port and pressurizes tkle trapped oil in front
of it

c. Pressurized oil forces checkpall off seat

d. Oil travels to metering chamber

e. Metering chamber transfers oil to outlet port

(NOTE: The oil flow control sCrew regulates the amount of
oil going to the bar by metering the amount of oil returning
to the reservoir.)

2. Cam allows plunger return

a. F6iston drops.back past inlet port

1

b. Oil from reservoir comes into pump body

, D. Gear drive pump (Transparency 4)

1. Crankshaft rotates while engine runs

2. Crankshaft gear drives pump gear

3 Cut cam groove in pump shaft rides on cam screw

4.. Rotation of shaft and cam action causes reciprocal strokes

5. Rotating purcip shaft flat allows oil to enter at the inlet port while
upward movement pulls oil in

6. Further rotation teals inlet port and opens outlet

7. Reciprocal movement from further rotation forces oil to outlet port

8. Outlet port allows oil to flow to bar

SI 2
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/

Pulsation Pump

Check Volve

Metering Charns bef

Transfer. Line ,

to Bar Outlet S-.L

44-

Metering Adjustment Screw

0

Inlet Supply Line

. from Oil Reservoir. .

-4

11.3 3

c

1

I

Pulsation Pump Assembly

1
Pump Piston

Diaphragm .

Manual. Oiler Pump

04LI



Cylinder Check Valve Pump
C.-

Cylinder Check Valve

Regulator Valve

Throttle

Transfer Line.

Manual Oiler
Pump r

Systern Valve Reservoir Check Valve
0



Cam Operated Pump

Oil Pick-Up Hose

'Inlet Port

Crankshaft Cam

Meterinp ChaMber

rxejrArm Arism.
AAAA *A

Return Port

0:544JAi

._

ppm
A Outlet Port

i'
Plunger

ivAr4ovev " IN
\\

,Pump Piston

Oil Flow
Control Screw

1//// ///1
Check Ball

(37

1'
Bar

0 8-
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Crankshaft Gear

Gear Drive Pump

IC(
Cut r
Cam

Groove

Outlet Port 0 0
Sealed

-1

.9 9

,Sealed Oil Inlet

Ss

Ito
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CRAIN OILERS
UNIT V

JOB SHEN' #1--CHECK A CHAIN OILER FOR PROPER OPERATION

I. Tools and materials

A. Working chain saw

B. Paper or clean board

C. Well ventilated test space

D. Safety glasses

II. Procedure

A. Pui on safety 6Iasses

B. Check fuel level

Check oil reservoir

D. Place saw on flat surface

E. Start saw

F. Hold saw arapproximate 450 angle about 1" from board or paper

G. Operate saw at about 1/2 speed

(NOTE: Pump oiler on manual saws at manufacturer's recommended inter-
vals.)

H. Check oil spray attern on board oepaper

(NOTE: There shoUld- be a consistent light mist on the board or paper.

Repair if this isnot evident.)

I. shut (If saw

Clean up area

00

-
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IN OILER
NiT V

AME

TES

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct d finitions.

a. Mechanical device used to force oil from
a reservoir to the bar for lubricatio during
sawing operation

N.444' b. Nonautomatic oiler pump which is acti-
vated by the machine operator

c. Oiler pumP which is driven by some fo
of engine related force; runs automa
cally when engine is operating

ci. Tank which sibres oil to be transferred
to the bar for lubrication during sawing
operations

e. Adjustable metering device found on some
saws; can be adjusted to control amount
of oil to bar, and cannot be completely
shut off

f. Device which' allo pressurized fluids
to pass in only one di tion

g. Automatic oiler pump ich supplies oil
through pressure from a diaphragm which
is pulsated by crankcase pressures

h. Automatic oiler pump which supplies oil
by prelsurizing the tank with cylinder
pressure throughia check valve

i. Automatie oiler pump which supplies oil
through a reciprocating plunger pump
driven by crankshaft cam

-1. Automatic oiler
pump

Automatic oiler pump which supplies oil
through a reciprocating plunger pump
driven by a crankshaft gear .

2. Name three basic categories otchain oilers.

v.

b.

C.

. 02

Cylinder check
valve pump

3. Gear drive
pump

4. Mandl oiler
pump

6.\Oiler.pump

7. Oil reservoir

Check valve

8. Cam operated
pump

9. Pulsation pump

10! Regulator
valve
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3. Identify fi&ur types of automatic chain oilers.
°

e

a.

4

s

t

-

.1.
AP 4

b.

,

II

1

C.

1

,

L

4

-
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e.
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4. Match the types of automatic chain oilers on the left to the descriptions of their op-
eration.

a. 1. Engine crankcase develops a vacuum 1.

a. . Diaphragm is drawn inward during
vacuum

Ia. Diaphragm pulls pump piston
downward

c. Pump piston vacuum draws oil
from reservoir through manual
pump into metering chamber

2. Engine crankcase pressurizes

a. Diaphragm is pushed outward

b. Piston is pushed upward blocking
oil inlet

c. Piston upward movement pres-
surizes the metering chamber

d. Pressure forces check valve ball
.off of seat and oil passes

e. Pressure forces oil through the
transfer line to the bar "

b. 1. Cylinder pressurizes

a. Pressure forces cylinder check
valve open

b. Pressure passes through reservoir
check valve into oil reservoir

1

c. Pressure in reservoir forces oil
through manual oiler pimp

d. Throttle actidn opens system Valve

Cam operaied pump

2. Cylinder check valve
pump

3.

4. -

e. Oil passes through system valve in
transfer lines to -regulatorvalve--

f. Regulator valve meters oil flow to
bar

2. Cylinder develops a vacuum

a. Cylinder check valve closes

b. Reservoir check valve closes

Gear drive pump

Pulsation pump

oe



c. 1. Cam pushes in plunger

a. Cam pushel piston forward

b. Piston seals Off inlet port and pres-
surizes the trapped oil in front
of it

c. Pressurized oil forces check ball
off seat

d. Oil travels to metering chaMber

e. Metering chamber transfers oil to
outlet port

2. Cam allows plunger fetum-

a. Piston drops back Past inlet port

b. Oil from reservoir comes into pump
body

I.

d. 1. Crinkshaft rotates while /engine runs

2. Crankshaft gear drives pump/gear

3. Cut cam groove in pump hhaft rides on
cam screw

4. Rotation of shaft and cam action causes
reciprocal strokes

5. Rotating pump shaft fla
enter at the inlet port
movement pulls oil in

allows oil to
while upward

6. Further rotation seals inlet port-nd
outlet

7. Reciprwal movement force from/ fur-
ther rotation forces oil to outlet/ port

8. Outlet port allows o to flow io bar
0 I

5. Demonstrate the ability to check a chaiiii oiler fOr piloper operation.

-,(NOTE: If this activity hao not beeklcoomplishad prior to the test ask your in-
structor when it should be completed-il - 1

, )1
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**4.

.

,

\

e.

o

..

)

'b.

, c.

d.

e.

2. al

b.
,...

, c. Combination automatic with*manual

3. a. Cam operated pupip

b. Pulsation pump
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CHAIN OILERS
UNIT V

ANSWERS TO TEST

: .

r6 f. ,5'\. .
,*

4 - g. 9

'1 h.

17
i. 8. .

10

Manual .

Automatic -.A.

,

. . .

c. Cylinder check vaive pump

d. Gear drive pump

4. 'a. 4

b. 2

C. 1

CI. 3

s

.6.

.

a

a
S. Performance skill evaluated to the gtisfaction of the instructfr ,

; 1 .

...--/

/j ,
a. i
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itHAIN SAW DRIVES
UNIT

1

UNIT 06JECTIVE

Ji

After con-i$letion of this wit, the student should be able to remove, inspect, service and
replace a direct drive assembly. This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration
and by scoring eighty-five percent on the unit fest. N.

__

CS 109

c .PECIFIC OBJECTIVES .
1 ..

---,
After completion bf this-o-nit, the student-Should Ile able to: ar-

erN

/"'")

1. Match terms4associated with chain saw drivesto the corree't definitions. .

i. 1 VW
2. Ljst two typessof chain saw drivei.

2. Identify two types of drive sprockets: 6

4. Identify basic parts of a gear reductipri assembly. 1
5. Identify basic parts of a direct drive assembly.

6. Demonstrate the ability to remove, inspect, service, and tepiace a direct drive t
assembly. . .

e

.

S.

%

..

I

t
i

;

I

Ai

.
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,CHAIN SAW DRWES
UNIT VI

4
a qt.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

,

CS 111

r--1
f

AA. Provide-student with objective sheet. .

B. Provide student with information and job shies. I
C. Make transParencies.

44.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. 'Discuss information and job sheets.

F. Demonstrate and discustthe procedures outlined in the job sheets.

- G. Show examples of gear drive systems.

H. dive test. '. .

II. Student:,

4 A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job she;t. .

c
,

:

,

I. . I nstructo,r:

D. Take test.
.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Included in this unit: k
..

A. Objective sheet
. . L.- .

B. Information sheet

t
C. 'Transparency masters' ,

1. TM 1--Types of Sprsockets

2. TM 2-Parts of aintGear Reduction Assembly

3. TM 3-Parts of a Direct Drive Assembly

i
,

D. Job Sheet #1--Remove, Inspect, Service and Replace a Direct Drive Asse'm-
bly ..

q
_

I

4.

r
.

4. 9 9

I

4
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, ir. ,

E. Test k

F. Aniwers to tist
,

II. Refereces--Chain Saw Service Mapual. Kansas City, Missouri: Technical Publi-
cation's Division/I ntertec Publishing Corporation, .1974. .

":

I I
c
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r CHAIN SAW DRIVES

/ UNIT VI

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions .

A. Sprooktt-Device whic the cutter chain drive links ride on or in as the drive
assembly,transfers crankshaft power to the chain

B. Centrifugal clutch-Pot/1er transfer assembly which uses ce rifugal force to
engage shoes to a drum

C. Idler gear--Gear placed between driving and,driven geari in a gear sy9tem to
maintain direction of rotation of driving gear

D. Bearing-Device used to reduce friction between movi g parts

E. Gear reduction--System of mated gears designed to reduce the output
speed and increase the torque of the system before it is applied to work

Directdrive-System using clutch and -sprocket assembly to transfer power
from crankshaft to chain

I I. Types of drives

A. Direct

I- B. Gear reduction

Types of drive 9prockets (Transparency 1)\Y4
A. Self aligning .

B. Integral star sprocket and clutch drum

V. 'Parts cif a Var reduction assembly (Transparency 2)

A. Idler gear post

B. Crankshaft

C. Qil pump drive and sprocket gear shaft

D. Idler gear assembly

E. Clutch asserilbly with drive gear

F. Sprocket gear

101
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INFORMATION SHEET

0*

V. Basic parts of a direct drive assembly (Transparency 3)

ii

I

A. Clutch drum or cup

..

(NOTE: This can be either the self aligning sp or the star sprocket and
drum.)

B. Clutch assembly
k t

(NOTE: There are any number of types of tch assemblies. They are
all centrifugal and require some type of shoe to d Im fric in arrangement.)

C. Bearings

(NOTE: These can be either needle or sleeve.)

IS

I

v

,

-

a

MI

1 i 0L, ..

, s..."-.JV

,
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a

Types .of Sprockets

4

1eJ3.

Self Aligning Sprotet

c.

Integral Star Sprocket

10 4



Parts of A Gear Reduction Assembli

'Crankshaft

t

...

..

Idler 'Gear Post.j
t

Clutch Assembly
,

With Drive Gear

,

iffla
Ntpula lc,

-
. .

-..
-..IIIIIIIIII..

.*

,

/i

4

Oil ,Puimp Drive,
and

,

Sprocket Gear Shaft

Sprocket Gear

Idler Gear Assembly

.

t
.t
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Parts of A Direct Drive Assembly

Self Aligning-SproCket
and Drive

I

I Clutch ghoesr I
, I

I
Clutch) Drum

or Cup

Clutch Shoes

Integral Star Sprocket
and Drum.'

I

t

I
Clutch Shoes

I

s4

iClutct Assembly

Needle Bearing

771 BearingsI I

Sleeve.

1. s
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._, CKAIN -NN1 DRIVES/ UNIT VI

JOB S'FIEET #1--REMOVE, INSPECT, SE.RVICE,
AND REPLACE ADIRECT DRIVE ASSEMBLY

I. , Tools and materials'
_

A. Safety glasses

B. Hand tool assortment

C. Parts brush

D. Solvent
,

E. Shop towel
. . o

i F. Inside micrometer

G. Piece of paper

H. Appropriate service riAnu,

II. Procedure \ .

..

%Or

a

YON.

1 4

.

9 121

.

..i

I*

.
. (NOTE: A, lways put on safety glasses before starting a project.)

A. Discorct spark 'plug wire and ground it to the block'

B. Sgiure appropriate seivice manual
. i

-Plate saw ittconvenient position for this job
*

-*

D. Remove`chain and bar
. .

1. Remove bar mounting nuts and washers

2. Remove outer cover (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1 ... .

.

fa,

e
,

..,

i

. .. .
..

r

w ,

I

!

1 7

.

,

I.
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-
-

w

* JOB SHEET #1

*
%

%

(NOTE: If guide bar plates are used, note their position for replace-
- ment. See Figure 2)

,
. . ,. ..,
FIGURE 2 s.

()

ff)
3. Slide bar back towards clutch

. .
(NOTE: This will loosen the chain for egy removal. If a screw' ten-
sioner is on the saw, loosen it to slide the bar back.)

4. Remove the chain

1.

,

(NOTt: It would be a good idea to soak the
are being made.)

5. Lift the bar from the saw

$

hain in oil while iepairs

4r

(NOTE: KAI) all parts together for rePlaceme t. cr't leave the
saw where it could be knocked off a table and dam ged.

,

E. Remove direct drive assembly .

.

(NOTE: Brush all parts clean before starting.)

1. Remove clutch hub and key from\shaft

(NOTE: On, some models this requires the remov f a retaining
nut, and on some models Ihe hub screws on with hand threads
to the crankshaft. Do not remove the drum wfth the hub.)

,.-

2. Remove clutch drum

MI,

(NOTE: For sleeve bearing and needle bearings with races just pull
drum off shaft.)

a. Cut a piece of paper roughly 2"
.--"

. ,

b. Roll it into a sleev

e. Pull the drum the shaft until roller bearings start showing over
crankshaft t er

d. Insert paper roll inside bearings

e. }Pull drum slowly off while pushing paper forward.tolold b rings

, 7

1.f', 0

-
.. 4

J.

e ,

71,..
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JOB SHEET #1
. - - ,

,

.,

F. Inspect parts

1. Clutbh shoes

a. Check for even wear

b. Check for breaks

P
r

CS 123

,.
(NOTE: Repl iace shoes if clutch had been slipping or f any shoes
are broken or damaged.)

:42. Clutch springs .

(
a. . Check for bfeaks or stretched springs

(NOTE: It is usually best to replace all s
more than one is used.)

o

. 1. .

'rigs f one is bad and

VI .

b. Replace springs if clutcil was not disengaging or if damaged
or stretched . .

3. Clutch drum,
,

4,
.

r

1

IP

I

I

a. Inspect sOrocket

(NOTE: Integral star and self aligning should both k)e.replacea if
grooved or damaged.)

b. Inspect shoe surface of drum

(NOTE: Replace if scarred or pitted.)

4. Bearings

a. Measu're inside surface on sleeve bearings .

(NOTE: Discard if manufacturer's specifications are not met
or if bearing is arred or damaged.)

Nr.

. b. Replace ro er bearings if damaged or if space exisis for the itiser-
.

tion of one or more rollers ,

OP

5. Crankshaft--Inspect for wear or bearing surface damage

Replace all damaged or worn parts

H: Reassemble drive

(NOTE: Reverse disassembly procedures.)

I. Put on bar and chain

J. Adjust chain tension

. Nat

../.-- 1111

,

.. (

I

,

\
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JOB SHEET #1 .

. . ,
K. Replace all housings and covers

L. Replace plug wire
,

M. Have instructor inspect work

---'
N. Start saw and check oRgration

t

,

i--

e

I

t

- 4

,

--
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. CHAIN SAW DRIVES

,

_ UNIT VI

NAME

t
. TEST' .44

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. Device which the- cutter chain drive links 1.
'ride on or in ai the drive assembly transfers
crankshaft power to the chain

b. Power transfer assembly which uses centri-
fugal force to- engage shoes to a -drum

c: Gear placed between driving and driven
gears in a gear system to maintain direction
of rotation of driving gear

.

d. Device used to reduce friction between
moving parts

e. System of mated gearei designed to reduce
the output peed andiincrease the tnTrtue
of the system before it is applied to work

i f. Systen, using clutch and sprocket assembly
to transfer power' from crankshaft to chain

a

I.

2. List two types of chain saw drives.

a.

b. ,

3. Identify the types of drive sprockets.

4.

a. '

,

' ..

r

t
la+

b.

a

I

3.

4.

5:

6.

8earing

Gear redaction

Sprocket

Idler gear

Centrifugal
clutch

Direct drive

/

,

;

w

c

i
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i

s

.

s

4. Ldentify.the basic parts of a gear reduction assembly.

r

a

1 C.

.* ..--

if

9

)

a.

k

(

,

\

-/ffsNrireieft.,...,.",1A__ M1.1.-

Aar

I
,
f.

r
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e.

It
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r
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a.

5. Identify-the basic parts of a direct drive assembly.

b.

4

c.

CS 127

6. Demon th bility to remove, inspect, service, and replace a direct drive assembly.

(NOTE: If this activity has not been a6cornplrl prior to the test, ask your instructor
.when it should be completed.)

115
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CHAIN SAW DRIVES
UNIT VI M

,14z
. ,-..

1.

2.
c.

3.

4.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

a.

b.

a.

ANSWERS TO TEST

3
,

5
...v.-

4

1

10'

2

6.
. .

Direct
.

Gear reductioru
(

Self aligning

Integral star sprocket and clutch 'drum
.

.
Clutch assembly with drive gear

i

b. Crankshaft

c. Idler gear post

d. Oisl pump drive and sprqcket gear shaft
t .'- '

i. Idler gear assembly -.

f. Sprocket gear

5. a. Clutch drum or cup

b. Clutch assembly

c. Bearings

/

,)

L

(

6. Performance skill evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
_

, .

1 1 G

,

.

,
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